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About This Game

Metori is a strategy sandbox game reminiscent of older arcade games. Control many ships, and use tactics to outmaneuver and
outnumber everyone else.

Build a fleet. Capture territory. Defeat your enemies.
Note: Metori is not a twin-stick shooter. It is built to be playable with one hand, making it accessible to many gamers.

Features

Fully fledged AI Commanders!

Sandbox Gameplay

Content

Randomly generated Asteroid fields

 Many ship types with variants

 3 different commander modes

Campaign
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Replayable Instant Action Missions
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Galactic Civilizations® I: Ultimate Edition Galactic Civilizations III v3.7 Anniversary Update Available Today!:

Galactic Civilizations III v3.7 Anniversary Update Focuses Exclusively on Fan Requests. The Galactic Civilizations III:
Retribution Expansion is Now Available!:

The expansion includes Hypergates, Precursor Artifacts, New Civilizations, and more.. Galactic Civilizations III -
Heroes of Star Control: Origins DLC is now available!:

Plays as some of your favorite Star Control: Origins races with new traits, leaders, music and more. New racial trait and
quality of life improvements arrive in Galactic Civilizations III v3.05:

Happy Fall, everyone!

The Galactic Civilizations III team has been working on some updates and adjustments to the core edition that they’re excited to
share with you… in the form of a poem. You can thank Kael for this one.

Features

Added a new racial trait, Aeroponics which allows that race to build a special low yield farm on any terrain with the
Xeno Adaptation technology (requires Crusade).

Fixes

When you willingly start a campaign,
A fleet may be spawned without name,
If you click on that fleet - the result, bittersweet,
Will engender a crash in our game.

Fixed the Trial by Fire achievement.
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Fixed the Perseverance so it can now correctly colonize extreme worlds even if the player doesn't have the tech.

Fixed an issue scavenging a trade ship where it wouldn't have a home port anymore.

Fixed an end turn crash (thanks for all the reproducible saves!).

. Galactic Civilizations III: Retribution gets release date:

Galactic Civilizations III: Retribution arrives on February 21. Massive v3.6 Community Update for Galactic Civilizations
III is Here!:

Improved custom ship mod compatibility, commonwealth world adjustments, and more!. NEW EXPANSION for Galactic
Civilizations III ANNOUNCED: Galactic Civilizations III: Retribution:

Hypergates, Artifacts, new campaigns and new civilizations arrive this Winter.. v3.2 for Galactic Civilizations III is now
available!:

Adjustments to personality traits for factions and AI decisions are among improvements
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